Only one copy of this is known to be in existence, viz., The first section of Brannschweig's book is devoted to the anatomy of the human body, and is illustrated with rude wo^d cuts, the most interesting of which is a picture of the head on which is indicated a rough localisation of functions of different parts of the brain. He says " The brayne hath iiij cellys or chambers somewhat longe, and eche celle hath ij partis, and in every parte is a parte of our understandynge. In the fyrst celle is our common wyttes (the anterior part containing the centres of special sense for vision, audition, smell, etc).,. . In the second is the ymaginasyon, in theiij is wynynge and reson, in the iiij is remembrance and memory."
After the anatomy, which, he says, is given in order that the surgeon may know how he should break, dismember, and join again together, the rest of the book is devoted to wounds, fractures, and dislocations, and to formulas for various plasters, oils, and salves. One section is devoted to wounds made with poisoned arrows and to poisoned bites, in which he tells that he saw a man who was bitten in the thumb by another man, with the result that " the thome was so sore it must be cut of, and after that was the hande cut of, and after that was cut of the arme, and the body was swollen so byg that they cowde skante save his lyf."
The next chapter is "Of woundis shot with a gonne where as the venym of the powder abydyth in," and begins as follows :
" Also as ony body is shotten with a gon where as the pellet is taken out of the wounde yet in the wounde abydeth the venym of the powder, be it in the arme or leg, wheresoever it be, so thrust a lytyll rope of here through the wounde about all sydes of the wounde, and therwith shal ye drawe out that venym of the powder that is in the wounde." A tent of bacon dipped in ear wax is also recommended to counteract the poison.
The book is in the main a compilation from Avisenna, Roland, Guy du Chanliac, and the four masters, and is interesting chiefly for its quaint phraseology, rather than for any practical therapeutics to be derived from it.
The prologue shows that human nature was much the same four hundred years ago that it is to-day. He 
